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Abstract
Knowledge of an air carrier’s maintenance program is essential in order to gain visibility into an
aircraft’s maintenance status, and to identify outstanding issues related to lease or purchase
requirements. This report assembles the detailed information required to understand the
fundamentals of aircraft maintenance programs; from the origins of maintenance program
development to today’s process using MSG-3 decision logic as a tool. In addition, the report serves
as a guide to educate readers with officially recognized maintenance program terminologies,
processes, and common practices.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The industry definition of maintenance generally includes those tasks required to restore or
maintain an aircraft’s systems, components, and structures in an airworthy condition. Maintenance
is required for three principal reasons:
x
x
x
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Operational: To keep the aircraft in a serviceable and reliable condition so as to generate
revenue.
Value Retention: To maintain the current and future value of the aircraft by minimizing
the physical deterioration of the aircraft throughout its life.
Regulatory Requirements: The condition and the maintenance of aircraft are regulated by
the aviation authorities of the jurisdiction in which the aircraft is registered. Such
requirements establish standards for repair, periodic overhauls, and alteration by requiring
that the owner or operator establish an airworthiness maintenance and inspection program
to be carried out by certified individuals qualified to issue an airworthiness certificate.

MAINTENANCE PROGRAM PERSPECTIVE

2.1 Maintenance Program History - In the early days of aviation maintenance programs were
developed primarily by pilots and mechanics. They assessed an aircraft’s needs for maintenance
based on their individual experiences and created programs that were simple and devoid of
analysis.
The introduction of the airlines as a new method of transport demanded new regulations and
broader involvement of the Regulatory Authorities in maintenance requirements. During this era
not only were regulations put in place but programs were started to monitor reliability and safety.

Hard-time processes mandated that all components be taken out of service when they reached a
specified age, expressed as the number of operating flight hours, flight cycles, calendar time, or
other stress units since new or since last shop visit. Removed units were routed to repair centers
and effectively zero-timed, whereby the operating age was restored to a unity of zero by means of
an overhaul.
In 1960 representatives from both the FAA and the airlines formed a task force to investigate the
capabilities of preventive maintenance. Two major discoveries resulted from their investigation:
1.
2.

Scheduled overhaul has little effect on the overall reliability of a complex equipment unless
the equipment has a dominant failure mode, and
There are many items for which there is no effective application for scheduled hard-time
maintenance.

Role of Maintenance
Thepartsofanymechanicalequipmentaresubjecttowear,corrosion,
andfatiguewhichinevitablyresultinsomedeviationfromtheconditions
thatexistedwhentheequipmentwasnew.Ultimately,thedeviations
willbecomegreatenoughthattheequipment,orsomeitemonit,no
longermeetstherequiredperformancestandards–thatis,itfails.The
roleofscheduledmaintenanceistocopewiththefailureprocess.
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The entry of the large jet aircraft (B707 and DC-8) in the fifties focused public attention on the
need for safer and more reliable aircraft. The aircraft manufacturer became the source of
maintenance program development. Time limitations were established for maintenance and the
entire aircraft was periodically disassembled, overhauled, and reassembled in an effort to maintain
the highest level of safety. This was the origin of the first primary maintenance process referred to
as Hard-Time (HT).

2

The findings of the task force led to the development of a second primary maintenance process
defined as On-Condition (OC). On-Condition requires that an appliance or part be periodically
inspected or checked against some appropriate physical standard to determine whether it can
continue in service. The purpose of the standard is to remove the unit from service before failure
during normal operation occurs.
Example of an OC process is measurement of brake wear indicator pins; compare brake wear
condition against a specified standard or limit. Brake wear will vary considerably among operators
due to operational conditions, however the wear indicator pin on-condition check will help attain
near maximum usage out of each set of brakes.
2.2 Maintenance Steering Group (MSG) Processes - In 1968 the Maintenance Steering Group
(MSG) was created with a mandate to formulate a decision logic process used for development of
the initial scheduled maintenance requirements for new aircraft. The group was composed of
participants from various aviation bodies, including the Air Transport Association (ATA), airlines,
aircraft manufacturers, suppliers, and FAA representatives.
That same year representatives of the steering group developed “MSG-1 - Maintenance Evaluation
and Program Development", which for the first time used a decision-logic diagram to develop the
scheduled maintenance program for the new Boeing 747 aircraft. Both hard-time and on-condition
processes were used for development of the aircraft’s routine maintenance tasks – see Figure 1.
F IGURE 1- MSG-1 D ECISION L OGIC
Aworkingpaperpreparedbythe747maintenanceSteering
Group,whichadvocatedthefirstuseofdecisionlogic
techniquestodevelopascheduledͲmaintenanceprogram.
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MSGͲ1Maintenance
Processes

3

AircraftApplications:
x
747Ͳ100

In 1970, MSG-1 is updated to MSG-2 to make it
applicable for later generation aircraft (L-1011 and
DC-10), and at the same time the methodology
introduces a third primary maintenance process
defined as Condition-Monitoring (CM).

Under
Condition-Monitoring
no
services
or
inspections are scheduled to determine integrity or
serviceability, however the mechanical performance
HardͲTime
Maintenance
is monitored and analyzed. For example, a given
Task&
Intervals
operating characteristic of the equipment (e.g.
OnͲCondition
vibration,
oil
consumption,
EGT
margin
deterioration, etc) is trended and compared with
known “normal” operating levels. An acceptable range is established with either upper and/or
lower limits, or some maximum or minimum level. As long as the trend data remain inside the
acceptable level, any variation is considered to be normal. When the trend line intersects the
“unacceptable” limit, removal of the unit is required to prevent a failure in the future.
F IGURE 2- MSG-2 D ECISION L OGIC
ArefinementofthedecisionlogicproceduresinMSGͲ1,
publishedinMarch1970.

MSGͲ2Maintenance
Processes
HardͲTime
OnͲCondition
ConditionͲ
Monitoring

AircraftApplications:
x
DCͲ10
x
L1011
x
MDͲ80
Maintenance
Task&
Intervals

A characteristic of CM is that it is not considered a
preventive maintenance process; the process
allows failures to occur, and the failure modes of
conditioned-monitored items are considered not to
have a direct adverse effect on operating safety.
MSG-2 decision logic was subsequently used to
develop scheduled maintenance programs for the
aircraft of the 1970s.
Maintenance tasks were
derived from one of three processes: 1.) HardTime, 2.) On-Condition, and 3.) ConditionMonitoring or some combination of the three
processes – see Figure 2.

In 1979 the Air Transport Association (ATA) task force sought to improve on MSG-2 to address a
new generation of advanced technology aircraft (B757 & B767). Additionally, the task force
identified a number of shortcomings in MSG-2 decision logic, key among them:
x
x
x
x

MSG-2 did not differentiate between maintenance being done for safety reasons versus
economic reasons.
An MSG-2 program became very unwieldy and difficult to manage because it required so
many components to be individually tracked.
MSG-2 did not effectively deal with the increased complexity of aircraft systems.
MSG-2 did not address regulations related to damage tolerance and fatigue evaluation of
structures; these are currently accounted for in Corrosion Prevention and Control Programs
(CPCP) and requirements mandated through an Aging Aircraft maintenance program.

The work of the ATA task force led to the development of a new, task-oriented, maintenance
process defined as MSG-3. The process adopted a decision tree methodology with the primary
purpose of: a.) separating safety-related items from economic, and b.) defining adequate
treatment of hidden functional failures.
Under MSG-3 logic, activities are assessed at the system level rather than the component level –
see Figure 3. In other words, if it can be demonstrated that the functional failure of a particular
system had no effect on operational safety, or that the economic repercussions were not
significant, there was no need for a routine maintenance activity.

F IGURE 3- MSG-2 VS . MSG-3 D ECISION L OGIC P ROCESS
TheMSGͲ3processsortsthroughfunctions&failurespossibilitiesofthevariouscomponentsandeliminatesallnonͲsignificantitems.
MSGͲ2– BottomͲUpProcess
Structures

SystemA

Systems

SystemA

Powerplant

MSGͲ2didnotdifferentiatebetween
maintenancebeingdoneforsafetyreasons
versuseconomicreasons. Theprogram
became difficulttomanagebecauseit
requiredsomanycomponentstobe
individuallytracked.

Subsystems

Assemblies

Components
MSGͲ3– TopͲDownProcess
System

Subsystems

Assemblies

SystemA

UnderMSGͲ3logic,maintenancetasksare
separatedintosafetyandeconomic
categories,andtheseactivitiesare
assessedatthesystemlevelratherthan
thecomponentlevel.
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MajorDivision

Components
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Although there is no actual in-service operational data available when the MSG-3 process begins for a
new aircraft, there is much historical data on the performance of similar components and systems
used in earlier designs, as well as test data from the manufacturer and component vendors. It’s the
actual in-service reliability data of similar components and systems that drives the task and interval
decisions.
Another principal benefit from the MSG-3 process is that it generally produces higher safety standards.
This is primarily due to the greater degree of intelligent approach to maintenance in terms of selecting
tasks that are effective. The approach results in far less maintenance tasks, which minimizes the
infant mortality effect associated with excessive maintenance. Studies in Human Factors clearly
identified correlation between excessive maintenance and induced incidents, or accidents, resulting
from preventive maintenance through replacement and overhaul of components.
Today, MSG-3 is the only game in town for commercial airplane manufacturers. According to Advisory
Circular AC-121-22A, FAA policy states that the latest MSG analysis procedures must be used for the
development of routine scheduled maintenance tasks for all new or derivative [Part 121] aircraft. It is
the only methodology accepted by the airworthiness authorities. MSG-3 has also been adopted by
most major business jet manufacturers, with the encouragement of the National Business Aviation
Association (NBAA).

Corrosion Prevention Control Program (CPCP) and MSG-3
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WhatisCPCP
TheCorrosionProtectionandControlProgramisasystematicapproachforcontrollingcorrosionintheairplane’sprimary
structure.TheobjectiveofaCPCPistolimitthemateriallossduetocorrosiontoalevelnecessarytomaintainairworthiness.


WhatbroughtabouttheneedfortheCPCP
InApril1988,AlohaAirlinesFlight243experiencedaninͲ
flightdecompressionattributedtofuselagestructural
failure.TheNationalTransportationSafetyBoard(NTSB)
determinedthecauseofthisaccidentwasthedisbonding
andsubsequentfatiguedamageofalapjoint.Duringthe
investigation,theNTSBfoundthatlinemaintenance
personnelacceptedtheclassicsignsofonͲgoingcorrosion
damageasnormaloperatingconditions.Aprogramto
controlandpreventcorrosionoftheentireaircraftwas
notevident.

Thecorrectiveactionofcorrosionfindingswasoftendeferredwithnorecordofthebasisfordeferral.TheNTSBrecommended

thattheFAAdevelopamodelforacomprehensiveCPCPthatwouldbeincludedineachoperator’sapprovedmaintenance
program.FAAOrder8300Ͳ12wasdevelopedtoprovideguidanceforoperatorstodevelopaCPCP.

MSGͲ3andCPCP
PriortoMSGͲ3,theCorrosionPreventionControlProgram(CPCP)wasmandatedbyAirworthinessDirectives.UnderMSGͲ3,
theCPCPhasbeenintegratedintothebaselineMRBprogramandincludedaspartofthestructuresmaintenanceprogram.
ThisintegrationintotheMRBprogramsignificantlyeliminatedduplicativetasks.
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2.2.1

Maintenance Task Development - MSG-3 is the current method used for developing the

scheduled maintenance tasks and intervals which will be acceptable to the: a.) Regulatory authorities,
b.) Operators, and c.) Manufacturers. The remaining maintenance, that is non-scheduled or nonroutine maintenance, consists of maintenance actions to correct discrepancies noted during scheduled
maintenance tasks.
F IGURE 4 – MSG-2 VS . MSG-3 T ASK P ROCESS

MSG– 2

MSG– 3

Separateanalysisfor:
¾ Systems
¾Structures

Separateanalysisfor:
¾ Systems
¾Structures
¾Zonal

ProcessOriented

TaskOriented

BottomͲUpApproach

TopͲDownApproach

Airplane

Airplane

System

System

Component

Component

Unit

Unit

Maintenance
Process:HT/OV/CM

MaintenanceTasks:
LU,SV,OP,VC,IN,FC,RS,DS

Tasks are selected in a hierarchy of difficulty and
cost, from lowest to highest. Depending on the on
the consequence of failure (safety, operational,
economic, hidden safety and hidden non-safety) a
single or combination of tasks will be selected. The
following is the generic list of tasks to be selected:

1. Lubrication / Servicing (LU/SV or
LUB/SVC) – for the purpose of maintaining
inherent design capabilities.
2. Operational / Visual Check (OP/VC or
OPC/VCK) – a failure finding task to determine if
an item is fulfilling its intended purpose.
Functional Check / Inspection (FC /IN* or */FNC) – functional checks are a quantitative
checks to determine if one or more functions of an item perform within specified limits. There
are three levels of inspections to determine if an item is fulfilling its intended purpose.
Maintenance
Task&
Intervals

Maintenance
Task&
Intervals

i. General Visual Inspection (GV or GVI)
ii. Detailed Inspection (DI or DET)
iii. Special Detailed Inspection (SI or SDI)
4.
5.

Restoration (RS or RST) – reworking, replacement of parts or cleaning necessary to return an
item to a specified standard.
Discard (DS or DIS) – the removal from service of an item at a specified life limit.

MSG-3 Analysis Process
MSGͲ3isataskͲorientedprocess,soengineersgothroughaprescribedlogicsequence,askingquestionsdependingon
thecategoryofthefailureunderconsideration.Ataskisthenselectedtoidentifyorrectifythefailure.Aworking
group’ssystemͲlevelthoughtprocessconcerninglossofhydraulicpressure,forexample,mightgoasfollows:
¾
¾
¾
¾

Howmighthydraulicpressurebelostfortheright,leftorcenterhydraulicsystem?
Viaaninoperativepump,failedvalve,leakintubing,etc.
Whattaskstoensurethatthehydraulicsystemismaintainedtothelevelofreliabilitythatthemanufacturer
designedandcertifiedthesystemtooperateat?
ThenthosetaskswouldbeaddedtothescheduledmaintenanceprogramifapprovedbytheIndustry
SteeringCommittee.
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3.

Figure 4 illustrates the differences between the
scheduled task development processes employed
using MSG-3 versus MSG-2. For each potential
failure cause, the MSG-3 guidelines provide taskoriented logic to determine the appropriate
scheduled maintenance tasks. A Task Oriented
Program consists of specific tasks, selected for a
given functional failure consequence based on
actual reliability characteristics of the equipment
they are designed to protect.
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2.2.2 Maintenance Program Groupings - Under the MSG-3, maintenance tasks are categorized
into three program groupings (see Figure 5) consisting of: a.) Systems & Powerplant, b.)
Structural, and c.) Zonal
The purpose of the systems & powerplant program is F IGURE 5 – P ROGRAM G ROUPING
to perform functional and/or operational checks on
typical airplane systems i.e. flight controls, pneumatics,
StructuresMtx
electrical power, etc.
Program

The purpose of the zonal inspection program is to
assess the general condition of attachment of all
systems and structures items contained in each zone by
use of defined zonal inspection tasks.
The zonal
inspection tasks include visual checks of electrical
wiring, hydraulic tubing, water/waste plumbing,
pneumatic ducting, components, fittings, brackets, etc.,
associated with the systems which are included within
the zone boundaries.

Systems&
PowerplantMtx
Program

Zonal
MtxProgram

Aircraft
RoutineMtx
Tasks

The structural inspection program is designed to provide timely detection and repair of structural
damage during commercial operations. Detection of corrosion, stress corrosion, minor damage and
fatigue cracking by visual and/or NDT procedures are considered.
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3.0
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MAINTENANCE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Maintenance Review Board Report (MRBR) - F IGURE 6 – MRB R EPORT
Before introduction of a new aircraft, the aircraft TheMRBReportcontainstheminimumrequiredtasks
manufacturer - the Type Certificate (TC) holder - must necessarytomaintaintheairworthinessoftheaircraft.
Distributedby
prepare and submit for approval to the relevant
AircraftManufacturer
airworthiness authorities the initial minimum scheduled
maintenance requirements. These minimum scheduled
Maintenance
requirements are outlined in the Maintenance Review
ReviewBoard
Board Report (MRBR) – Figure 6.
Report

After approval by the local regulatory authorities, the
MRBR is used as a framework around which each air
carrier develops its own individual maintenance program.
Although maintenance programs may vary widely, the
initial requirements for a particular aircraft will be the
same for all.

ListTasks&
Intervals

(MRBR)

Resultsfrom
MSGͲ3Analysis

ConstitutesMinimum
InitialRequirements

The tasks detailed in the MRBR cannot be deleted nor can the task content be changed without
approval of the MRB Chairman or appropriate national regulatory authority. However, individual
task intervals may be escalated based on satisfactory substantiation by the operator, and review
and approval by the local regulatory authority. Task interval parameters expressed in the MRB
Report can also be converted to an individual operator’s desired units, provided this conversion
does no result in the operator exceeding the initial requirements of the MRB Report.
The process used by aircraft manufacturers in creating and updating the MRBR is outlined in Federal
Aviation Administration Advisory Circular 121-22A (Maintenance Review Board Procedures) – see
Figure 7. The process involves the establishment of a Maintenance Review Board (MRB),
Industry Steering Committee (ISC) and Maintenance Working Groups (MWG). Each of these
groups is composed of representatives from the participating operators, the aircraft manufacturer and
the regulatory authorities. A description of each of these organizations follows.

3.1.1 Maintenance Review Board - The MRB organization has oversight responsibility for final
approval of the initial scheduled maintenance tasks for a specific aircraft type. The board is staffed by
representatives of the airline operators purchasing the equipment, the manufacturers of the airframe
and engine, and the Regulatory Authorities whom generally have MRB chairperson duties.

3.1.2 Industry Steering Committee - The management of the scheduled maintenance
development activities shall be accomplished by an ISC composed of members from a select
number of operators, and representatives of the airframe and engine manufacturers. It shall be
the responsibility of this committee to establish policy, set initial goals for scheduled maintenance
check intervals, direct the activities of the working groups, and prepare the final recommendations
to the MRB organization.

3.1.3

Maintenance Working Groups – MWGs are composed of maintenance specialists primarily
from the regulatory authorities, operators, and equipment manufacturers. The purpose of the
working groups is to apply MSG-3 logic to develop and propose both maintenance tasks and
intervals for a specific aircraft type.

3.2 Policy & Procedures Handbook - The Policy and Procedures Handbook (PPH) sets forth
the policies and procedures that are to be followed by the ISC, MRB and the various MWGs to
ensure consistency during analysis of the design. It is to be used by all of the participants as the
standard to which the MRB process will be conducted for a particular aircraft model.
F IGURE 7-MRBR P ROCESS
Guidelines

Maintenance
WorkingGroups
Maintenance
Program
Aircraft
Policyand
Procedures
Handbook

Members / Groups
MWG1:Hydraulics&
FlightControls
MWG2:Environmental
MWG3:Powerplant&APU
MWG4:Avionics
MWG5:FuelSystems
MWG6:LandingGear
MWG7:Interior
MWG8:Structures

Airlines
Maintenance
Program
Aircraft
Policyand
Procedures
Handbook

EngineManufacturers

SystemsManufacturers
AirworthinessAuthorities

Maintenance
ReviewBoard

Maintenance
Program
Aircraft
Policyand
Procedures
Handbook

Systems&
Powerplant
MtxTasks
&Intervals

Structures
MtxTasks
&Intervals

MRBR
Maintenance
ReviewBoard
Report
ISCReview
andApproval

MWG9:Zonal

IndustrySteering
Committee

Activities/ Deliverables

CivilAviationAuthority
FlightStandardInspectors

CivilAviationAuthority
EngineeringRepresentatives

Zonal
MtxTasks
&Intervals

Develop&establishpolicy
withregardtoprocedural
mattersforthe
developmentofthe
proposedMRBR,todirect
theactivitiesoftheworking
groups,andtopreparethe
MRBRproposalforapproval
bythe(MRB).

TheMRBsupportsthe
developmentofanindustry
proposalforreportcontaining
theinitialminimumscheduled
maintenance/inspection
requirementsforaderivative
ornewlytypeͲcertificated
transportcategoryaircraft
anditspowerplants.

MRBR
Maintenance
ReviewBoard
Report
MRBReview
andApproval

MRBR
Maintenance
ReviewBoard
Report
Approved

Maintenance Review Board (MRBR) Perspective
Developingthescheduledmaintenancetasksforanewairplaneislongandverycostly.Considerthatforthe777
airplane;theprojectofdefiningtaskswasbeguninearly1990.TheoriginalMRBdocumentwasadoptedbytheFAAin
1995,justtwoweeksbeforetheairplanewascertified.
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Organization
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3.3 Maintenance Planning Document (MPD) - The MRB Report outlines the initial minimum
scheduled maintenance/inspection requirements to be used in the development of an approved
continuous airworthiness maintenance program. The Maintenance Planning Document (MPD)
document contains all the MRB requirements plus mandatory scheduled maintenance requirements
that may only be changed with the permission of the applicable airworthiness authority. These
supplemental inspection tasks are detailed in the aircraft’s Certification Maintenance Requirement
(CMR) and Airworthiness Limitation (AWL) documents – Figure 8.
F IGURE 8 – M AINTENANCE P LANNING D OCUMENT (MPD)
MRBR

CMR

AL

MPD

Maintenance
Review
Board
Report

Certification
Maintenance
Requirements

Airworthiness
Limitations

Maintenance
Planning
Document

TheMPDdocumentprovidesmaintenance
planninginformationnecessaryforoperators
todevelopacustomizedmaintenance
program.Thedocumentlistsall
recommendedscheduledmaintenancetasks
foreveryaircraftconfiguration.

3.3.1

Certification Maintenance Requirements (CMR) - A CMR is a required periodic task
established during the design certification of the airplane as an operating limitation of the Type
Certificate (TC). CMRs usually result from a formal, numerical analysis conducted to show
compliance with catastrophic and hazardous failure conditions. A CMR is intended to detect safety
significant latent failures that would, in combination with one or more other specific failures or
events, result in a hazardous or catastrophic failure condition. Example of a CMR task is
performing a visual inspection of the elevator tab rods and mechanism every 2,000 flight cycles.
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3.3.2

Airworthiness Limitations (AL) - Airworthiness Limitations (AL) are a regulatory approved
means of introducing inspections or maintenance practices to prevent problems with certain
systems. Mandatory replacement times, inspection intervals and related inspection procedures for
structural safe-life parts are included in the AL document, and are required by the regulatory
authorities as part of the Instructions for Continued Airworthiness. Example of an AL task is
performing a detailed inspection of the fuel tank wire bundles to prevent potential wire chafing and
arcing to the fuel tank.
3.4 Operators Approved Maintenance Program (OAMP)
The MPD scheduled maintenance tasks should not be
considered as all-inclusive. Each individual airline has final
responsibility to decide what to do and when to do it,
except for those maintenance requirements identified as
"Airworthiness Limitations" (AL) or "Certification
Maintenance Requirements" (CMR).
Additional requirements in the form of Service Letters,
Service Bulletins and Airworthiness Directives are the
responsibility of the individual airline to incorporate.
Maintenance tasks recommended in engine, APU, and
vendor manuals should also be considered. Figure 9
illustrates the most common requirements that make up an
Operator’s Approved Maintenance Program (OAMP).

F IGURE 9 - OAMP

MPD

ADs

Local
Regs
(OAMP)

Vendor
Manuals

Operator
Approved
Maintenance
Program

Airline
Tasks

Service
Letters

Service
Bulletins

CMR Perspective
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CMRsarepartoftheTypeCertificateandconstituteandoperatinglimitation.IfaCMRtaskisnotaccomplishedator
beforetheintervalrequiredbythecertificationanalysis,theairplaneceasestobeairworthybecauseitisnotin
conformitytoitsbasisofcertification.

3.5 Maintenance Program Supporting Documents –
The OAMP outlines an air carrier’s routine, scheduled
maintenance tasks required to provide instructions for
continued airworthiness. Each scheduled task in turn
will need to be converted to procedures that will be
used by airline mechanics to fulfill the intended
requirement. The manual containing these procedures
is defined as the Aircraft Maintenance Manual
(AMM). The AMM is organized by Air Transport
Association (ATA) chapterization system - the ATA
Chapter numbers provide a common referencing
standard for all commercial aircraft documentation
including the MPD, AMM, Illustrated Parts Catalog
(IPC), etc.
Most air carrier’s maintenance departments will use the OAMP in conjunction with extracted
procedures from an aircraft’s AMM to generate the task cards. The tasks cards are used as a simple
means of complying with regulations for performing maintenance, as well as maintenance
recordkeeping. Task cards provide detailed, concise procedural instructions that organize and control
maintenance activities while providing a means to ensure compliance with their maintenance manual.
Task cards are an easy ways to ensure maintenance personnel are following proper procedures.

The documents required to support rectification of discovered problems generally consists of: a.)
Aircraft Maintenance Manual (AMM), b.) Structural Repair Manual (SRM), c.) Wiring Diagram Manual
(WDM), d.) System Schematic Manual (SSM), e.) Fault Reporting and Fault Isolation Manuals (FRM &
FIM), f.) Illustrated Parts Catalog (IPC), and the Dispatch Deviation Guide (DDG). Figure 10 illustrates
the supporting documents for both routine and non-routine scheduled maintenance.

F IGURE 10 – M AINTENANCE P ROGRAM S UPPORTING D OCUMENTS
ROUTINE/SCHEDULEDMAINTENANCE

OAMP
Routine
Tasks

Aircraft
Maintenance
Manual
Procedures

Routine
TaskCards

NONͲROUTINE/UNSCHEDULEDMAINTENANCE

AMM

SRM

WDM

SSM

Aircraft
Maintenance
Manual

Structural
Repair
Manual

Wiring
Diagram
Manual

Systems
Schematic
Manual

FRM

FIM

IPC

DDG

Fault
Reporting
Manual

Fault
Isolation
Manual

Illustrated
Parts
Catalog

Dispatch
Deviation
Guide
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During the course of normal operation an aircraft will require unscheduled, non-routine maintenance
to make repairs of discrepancies, or to remove and restore defective components. A need for
unscheduled maintenance may result from scheduled maintenance tasks, pilot reports, or unforeseen
events, such as high-load events, hard or overweight landings, tail strikes, ground damage, lightning
strikes, or an engine over-temperature.
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3.6 Maintenance Program Enhancement Process - Following entry into service, the aircraft
manufacturer’s regularly works with the Industry Steering Committee to improve the efficiency of
the maintenance tasks that operators use to create their scheduled maintenance programs.
Improvements are based on the aircraft manufacturer’s analysis of in-service data collected from
the worldwide fleet.
The maintenance program enhancement process (Figure 11) requires that the aircraft manufacturer
and operators work together to identify tasks within the MRBR that can be optimized. For each
identified maintenance task, the aircraft manufacturer reviews the data and analyzes the positive
and negative in-service results.
Once the analysis is complete, the aircraft manufacturer makes a recommendation for each
individual task under review and presents to the ISC. Accepted changes are submitted for
regulatory approval and incorporated into both the MRBR and the MPD, which are issued to the
operators for inclusion in their own scheduled maintenance program.
F IGURE 11- M AINTENANCE P ROGRAM E NHANCEMENT P ROCESS
Engineering
Enhancements

IndustrySteering
Committee
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MRBR
Acceptance
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Recommendation
ToISC

MPD
Issuance
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into
Airline
Maintenance
Program

DataAnalysis
ByAircraft
Manufacturer

Operators

InService
Maintenance
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3.7 Generic vs. Customized Maintenance Program - An aircraft’s Maintenance Planning Data (MPD)
document provides planning information necessary for each operator to develop a customized
scheduled maintenance program. However, the choice of an operator’s maintenance program is
predicated on many variables, key among them is cost, technical knowledge & skill, and operational
profile. In general, operators have the option of choosing between a generic scheduled maintenance
program and or a fully fledged customized maintenance program.
A generic maintenance program is a program reflecting all applicable scheduled maintenance
tasks valid for the particular fleet of the operator, based upon the latest revision of the MPD.
Moreover it contains a baseline maintenance schedule whereby tasks are clustered into dedicated
checks providing operators a ready to use maintenance program and schedule.

Often the scope and frequency of the generic maintenance program is seldom in line with an
airline’s operation, and therefore not cost-effective. A customized maintenance program takes
into account the actual aircraft usage, for example the number of cycles and average flight duration
per day. One of the primary objectives of a customized maintenance program is to achieve
maximum utilization of task intervals. This planning process minimizes the cost of each check and
often extends the intervals between maintenance events to the benefit of the customer, improving
operational reliability. Figure 12 illustrates the differences between a generic and customized
maintenance program.
F IGURE 12 - B ASIC VS . C USTOMIZED M AINTENANCE P ROGRAM

OAMP
Basic

Customized

Advantages

Disadvantages

Advantages

Disadvantages

• Generic– usedbymostoperators
• Quicklyimplemented (preͲapproved)
• Simplifiesplanning&workscheduling
• Moreefficientsequencingoflongjobs

• Typicallylongergroundtime
• sporadicmanpowerrequirements
• Noadvantagesforlowutilization

• Costeffectiveifmanagedproperly
•MoreeffectiveuseofmanͲpower
• Reducesgroundtime
• Optimizedtasksscheduling

• Increaseinplanning&scheduling
•Limitedtimeforaccomplishmentof:
•MajorModifications
•RectificationofnonͲroutines

4.0

MAINTENANCE CHECKS

x

The A-Check generally consists of a general inspection of the interior/exterior of the
airplane with selected areas opened. The A-check is typically performed biweekly to
monthly. Examples of A-check tasks are checking and servicing oil, filter replacement,
lubrication, operational checks, and inspections.

x

The C-Check is typically scheduled every 12- 20 months depending on the operator,
airplane type and utilization. Examples of C-check tasks include functional and operational
systems checks, cleaning and servicing, attendance to minor structural inspections and
Service Bulletin requirements.

x

The D-Check, or Heavy Maintenance Visit (HMV), occurs every 6-12 years, depending on
the airplane type and utilization. Usually the aircraft is taken out of service for several
weeks. During this check the exterior paint is stripped and large parts of the outer
paneling are removed, uncovering the airframe, supporting structure and wings for
inspection of most structurally significant items. In addition many of the aircraft’s internal
components are functionally checked, repaired/overhauled, or exchanged.
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4.1 Maintenance Event Letter Checks - All the tasks defined through the maintenance
development process will ultimately need to be allocated into scheduled work packages. Tasks with
similar intervals are then grouped into a number of maintenance packages, each with its own
interval. For commercial aircraft these intervals range from daily walk-around checks, to service
checks performed at line maintenance station, to major checks performed at maintenance bases.
In the airline industry, a letter check is the alphabetic designation given to scheduledmaintenance maintenance packages. The three most commonly used letter checks consists of: 1.)
A-Check, 2.) C-Check, and 3.) D-Check.
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For modern aircraft types (e.g. B737NG family and B777), the
‘letter check’ distinctions are often less important, since MSG-3
task-orientated maintenance programs are employed. MSG-3
allows maintenance tasks to be grouped into packages in a way
that is more efficient for the operator matching work against
operational requirement – rather than carrying out checks that
are pre-defined by the MPD. Table 1.0 & 2.0 summarizes sample
check costs for multiple aircraft types.

T ABLE 1.0 – S AMPLE C-C HECK C OSTS
A/C Type

Check

Interval

C-Light – 2010 $

C-Heavy – 2010 $

B737-800

C-Light / C-Heavy ¹

20 Months

$120K - $160K

$220K - $320K

B747-400

C-Light / C-Heavy ¹

18 Months

$600K - $800K

$1.0M - $1.2M

B757-200

C-Light / C-Heavy ¹

16 – 18 Months

$350K - $450K

$500K - $600K

B767-300ER

C-Light / C-Heavy ¹

16 – 18 Months

$450K - $550K

$600K - $700K

B777-300ER

C-Light / C-Heavy ¹

18 - 20 Months

$375K - $475K

$550K - $650K

A320-200

C-Light / C-Heavy ¹

18 Months

$150K - $180K

$250K - $350K

A330-300

C-Light / C-Heavy ¹

18 Months

$375K - $475K

$550K - $650K

E190

C-Light / C-Heavy ¹

6,000 FH

$70K - $90K

$110K - $180K

CRJ-700

C-Light / C-Heavy ¹

4,000 FH - 6,000 FH

$60K - $80K

$100K - $170K
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T ABLE 2.0 – S AMPLE H EAVY C HECK C OSTS
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A/C Type

Check

Interval

Costs – 2010 $

B737-800

C6-C8 Equivalent

120 / 144 Months

$1.3M - $1.5M

B747-400

D-Check

72 Months

$4.0M - $4.5M

B757-200

S4C

72 Months

$1.5M - $1.7M

B767-300ER

S4C

72 Months

$2.0M - $2.4M

B777-300ER

C4 / SI

96 Months

$2.5M - $2.8M

A320-200

4C / 6YR SI

72 Months

$750K - $850K

A320-200

8C / 12YR SI ²

144 Months

$1.6M - $1.8M

A330-300

4C / 6YR SI

72 Months

$1.4M - $1.6M

A330-300

8C / 12YR SI ²

144 Months

$2.9M - $3.3M

E190

C4 / SI

96 Months

$575K - $675K

CRJ-700

C5 / SI

96 Months

$550K - $650K

1.
2.

C-Light generally include only the C1 tasks, and C-Heavy includes C1 + C2 task
Includes 4C/6YR tasks.

4.2 Maintenance Check Packaging - The block check packaging method is focused on the principle
of grouping tasks which require frequent repetition under a letter check (i.e. “A”, “C”, & “D” Checks).
This method produces a small number of relatively large work packages having the disadvantage of a
relatively long maintenance ground time. Each letter check generally incorporates all the work
covered by preceding checks, plus the tasks assigned at that letter-check interval. Thus each letter
check often requires an increasing amount of man-power, technical skills, and specialized equipment.
Figure 13 illustrates a sample block check schedule.
F IGURE 13 – E XAMPLE B LOCK M AINTENANCE P ROGRAM

Block
Checks

Year

1

2

3

C1

4

C2

5

BlockCheckAdvantages
x
Simplifiesplanning&schedulingof
workpackages
x
Accomplishmentofmodifications
x
RectificationsofnonͲroutines
x
Moreefficientsequencingoflongjobs

6

C3

C4

BlockCheckDisadvantages
x
Sporadicmanpowerrequirements
x
Longergroundtime

DͲCheck
9Each
AͲChecks

9Each
AͲChecks

9Each
AͲChecks

9Each
AͲChecks

HeavyCheck

F IGURE 14 – E XAMPLE P HASED M AINTENANCE P ROGRAM

Phases
Checks

Year

EqualizedCͲChecks

1

2
C1

9Each
AͲChecks

3

4

C2

9Each
AͲChecks

5
C3

9Each
AͲChecks

6
C4

9Each
AͲChecks

PhaseCheckAdvantages
x
Reducedgroundtime
x
Increasedairplaneavailability
x
Reducessporadicmanpower
x
Flexibilityofgroupingtasks
PhaseCheckDisadvantages
x
Increasesproductionplanning&
scheduling
x
Limitedtimeforaccomplishmentof
majormodifications
x
Limitedtimetoidentify&rectify
nonͲroutinesmaintenance.

Phase Check Perspective
DuringtheaccidentinvestigationoftheAlohaBoeing737airplane,theNTSBidentifiedthreefactorsofconcerninthe
airlinesmaintenanceprogram.Oneofthesewas“themannerinwhichahighlysegmentedstructuralinspection
programwasimplemented.”Theairlinehadadoptedthepracticeofinspectingtheairplaneinsmallincrements.The
airline’s“D”checkinspectionoftheBoeing737airplanewascoveredin52independentworkpackages.Limitedareas
oftheairplanewereinspectedduringeachworkpackageandthispracticeprecludedacomprehensiveassessmentof
theoverallstructuralconditionoftheairplane.TheNTSBconcludedthat52block/independentworkpackagesisan
inappropriatewaytoassesstheoverallconditionofanairplane.
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The phased check – sometimes referred to as equalized or segmented check - apportions tasks to
smaller packages that may be accomplished more frequently than the packages in a block check –
see Figure 14.
An operator, for example, may phase or segment, portions of its heavy
maintenance tasks equally over the appropriate number of C-Checks. Usually, the objective of this
subdivision of effort is to even out the maintenance workload over time and shorten the length of
each period of down-time. Peaks and valleys in man-power requirements are minimized by moving
tasks from one check package to another. The overall result of an equalized maintenance program
is that the total number of scheduled maintenance down-time can be reduced over an aircraft’s
maintenance cycle.
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5.0

MAINTENANCE STORAGE PROGRAM

On occasion it is necessary to deactivate or remove an aircraft from operations for indefinite
lengths of time. When this occurs, certain storage and/or preservation procedures must be
accomplished to prevent unwarranted
deterioration and maintain the aircraft in
condition so that a minimum of time and work
will enable the aircraft to be returned to
service in an airworthy condition.
The level of preservation depends on
variables such as the planned length of
storage and the storage environment. For
example, a large transport category aircraft
taken out of service due to excess capacity
and stored for an indefinite period outside on
the ramp at San Francisco International
Airport should have a more comprehensive
level of preservation than an identical aircraft
taken out of service for storage and placed in
a desert climate like Roswell, New Mexico.
An air carrier’s aircraft is considered stored
when it is removed from active operational
status for any reason. The level of
preservation depends on the length of storage, the aircraft design features, and the storage
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environment (inside/outside, etc.). There are generally three types of storage programs.
A. Short-Term Storage. An aircraft is subject to short-term preservation procedures when it
is removed from operational status for less than 60 days.
B. Intermediate-Term Storage. An aircraft is subject to intermediate-term preservation
procedures when it is removed from operational status for more than 60 days but less than
120 days.
C. Long-Term Storage. An aircraft is subject to long-term preservation procedures when it is
removed from operational status for 120 days or more.

Storage Program Perspective
x
x
x
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Aircraftstorageprogramsareanintegralpartoftheaircarriermaintenanceprograms
Eachaircarriershouldhaveastorageprogramthatisuniquetoitstypeofaircraftmake/model/series,
storageenvironment,andoperationalneeds.
Storageprogramswillgenerallybesubjecttocommonrequirementsconsistingof:a.)Aircraftinduction
requirements,b.)Dailystoragerequirements,andc.)Removalfromstoragerequirements.

6.0

MAINTENANCE PROGRAM BRIDGING

On occasions an operator may require changing an aircraft, or fleet of aircraft, to a new maintenance
program for the purpose of increasing efficiency and reducing costs. Aircraft lessors are routinely
required to transition aircraft from one maintenance program to another in order to meet specified
delivery requirements.
When an aircraft transitions from one inspection program to another, the time in service, calendar
times, or cycles of operation accumulated under the previous program must be applied in determining
inspection due times under the new program.
Developing solutions for bridging maintenance requirements takes specialized skills and knowledge,
often requiring the assistance of the aircraft manufacturer or specialist third-party maintenance repair
& overhaul (MROs) companies. Bridging involves reviewing the task requirements of two
maintenance programs and developing a “task differences” list. The bridging process will normally
consider the following factors as a precursor to determining the appropriate task requirements:

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Program differences
o Systems & Powerplant program
o Zonal program
o Structures program
Age of the aircraft: calendar, total flight hours & flight cycles
Configuration differences,
Next due heavy maintenance check
o Systems/Structures C-Check
o D-Check
Aircraft utilization.
Operating environment.
Phased and block maintenance programs.
Airworthiness Directive/CMR/AL status.
Service bulletin/modification incorporation.
Applicable regulatory authority requirements.

Maintenance Bridging Perspective
Whenchangingmaintenanceprograms,anMSGͲ3programoftencannotmigratewiththeaircraftfromoneairlineto
another.Foraleasingcompany,aBoeing767aircraftcomingoffanMSGͲ3programatairline“A”withavastexperiencein
operatingB767swillneedtobebridgedbacktothemanufacture’srecommendedintervalsbeforeenteringservicewith
airline“B”.Forexample,DeltaAirlinesprimarilyusesthedatacollectedintheircontinuinganalysisandsurveillanceprogram
tojustifythetimebetweenmaintenancetasks.ThisdataisnotvalidforanymaintenanceprogramotherthanDeltaAirlines.
Thecost,therefore,oftransitioninganaircraftbacktobasicmanufacturers’requirementscanbeexpensive.
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x
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7.0

MAINTENANCE PROGRAM – VALUATION PERSPECTIVE

Appraisers develop an assessment of an aircraft’s Current Market Value (CMV) assuming that the
airframe, engines (modules & LLPs), landing gear, and other major maintenance events are in half-life
status. To arrive at a maintenance adjusted CMV assessment, appraisers will use reported
maintenance status information to compute deviations (up or down) from half-life for each major
maintenance event. For example, if the aircraft has had a recent airframe heavy check, the
appraisers will add value to the half-life CMV.
The key maintenance events influencing airframe valuation are the C-checks and D-checks (Heavy
Structural Inspections). Generally speaking, it’s a fairly straightforward process for an appraiser to
calculate the deviations from half-life if the aircraft’s maintenance program falls under a generic
blocked program. That is because under these programs airframe checks follow a conventional sawtooth curve whereby one can expect 100% of its maintenance utility to be recovered following each
event – see Figure 15. The adjustment process simply entails quantifying the value of maintenance
remaining with respect to its last and next event.
F IGURE 15- S AW -T OOTH M AINTENANCE U TILITY C URVE
%
100

Maintenance Utility Remaining

Ateachcheck,theworkscopewillfullyrestore
themaintenancevalueitlostduringitstime
onͲwing,sothemaintenanceconditionhas
beenrestoredtoazeroͲtime.


ThesawͲtoothcurveillustratesanoverall
maintenancevalueprofile.


Maintenance Utility

50

New
Aircraft

First
Check

Second
Check

Third
Check

Time
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Example Calculation: D-Check Interval = 10 Years (120 Months), Time Remaining = 96 Months, Cost
of D-Check = $3.0MM:
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x
x
x

Time Remaining to D-Check = 96/120 = 75%,
Time Remaining Above Half-Time = 25% (75%-50%)
Adjustment From Half-Time = $3.0MM * 25% = $750,000

Under a customized (phased and/or segmented) maintenance program, the position of an airframe in
its saw-tooth utility cycle can be difficult to assess. An aircraft can potentially have a unique collection
of scheduled tasks falling due at different stages of their useful life. In effect, the airframe may have
several maintenance cycles that lay over each other. Therefore, the associated maintenance value
does not simply decline to the lowest level and then get conveniently raised to full value after each
check. In these circumstances the best an appraiser can do is value the event relative to a baseline
maintenance program derived by the manufacturer, or alternatively, relative to a phased program
where the majority of zonal & structural tasks fall due.

Maintenance Valuation Perspective
'HalfͲlife”conditionassumesthateverycomponentor
maintenanceservicewhichhasaprescribedintervalthat
determinesitsservicelife,overhaulintervalorinterval
betweenmaintenanceservices,isataconditionwhichisoneͲ
halfofthetotalinterval.An'adjusted'appraisalreflectsan
adjustmentfromhalflifeconditionfortheactualcondition,
utilization,liferemainingortimeremainingofanairframe,
engine or component.

APPENDIX 1 – EXAMPLE BLOCK & PHASED MAINTENANCE PROGRAM STRUCTURE
1.) Letter Check Maintenance Program - The ‘A’ checks are packaged into a sequence of A1
– A12, each with a corresponding interval of 500 flight hours. The A-Check cycle is
therefore completed at the A12 check at 6,000 FH. The ‘C’ checks are packaged into a
sequence of C1 – C12, and are due every 18 months. In addition, there is a primary heavy
structural check (D-Check) due every 144 months. This structure maintains alignment of
the A-checks with the C-checks, and the C-checks with the D-check. Effectively all
maintenance tasks are in phase at the last check of the cycle.
Check Type :
Flight Hours Limit

‘A’ Check

‘C’ Check

‘Heavy Check’

18 Months

D-Ck / 144 Months

500 FH / 2 Mo

Flight Cycle Limit
Calendar Limit - Mo

2.) Phased Maintenance Program - The A-checks are scheduled every 500 flight hours;
however there will be no clear cycle of A-checks (A1, A2, A3, A4, and so on) where all tasks
are in phase at the last check of the cycle. Under this structure, tasks are often continuously
added / revised as the aircraft ages. The C-Check program consists of continuous C-checks
whereby every sixth check is the heaviest (C6, C12, C18, etc) because it captures the 1C, 2C,
4C, and 6C tasks.

Flight Hours Limit

‘A’ Check

‘C’ Check

500

6,000

Flight Cycle Limit

‘Heavy Check’

4,000

Calendar Limit - Mo
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C6 / 144 Months

ATA Chapterization & Numbering System Perspective
TheATAChapternumbersprovideacommonreferencingstandardforallcommercialaircraftdocumentationi.e.MPD,
AircraftMaintenanceManual(AMM),IllustratedPartsCatalog(IPC),etc.Thiscommonalitypermitsgreatereaseof
learningandunderstandingforpilotsandengineersalike.Thestandardnumberingsystemiscontrolledandpublishedby
theAirTransportAssociation.Theuniqueaspectofthechapternumbersisitsrelevanceforallaircraft.Thusachapter
referencenumberforaBoeing747willbethesameforanA320.ExamplesofthisincludeOxygen(Chapter35),Electrical
Power(Chapter24)andDoors(Chapter52).

ATA Chapterization System
20 Ͳ Std Practices Ͳ Airframe

33 Ͳ Lights

57 Ͳ Wings

21 Ͳ Air Conditioning

34 Ͳ Navigation

70 – Std Practices Ͳ Engine

22 Ͳ Auto Flight

35 Ͳ Oxygen

71 Ͳ Powerplant

23 Ͳ Communications

36 Ͳ Pneumatic

72 Ͳ Engine

24 Ͳ Electrical Power

38 Ͳ Water & Waste

73 Ͳ Engine Fuel & Control

25 Ͳ Equipment & Furnishings

47 Ͳ Inert Gas System

74 Ͳ Ignition

26 Ͳ Fire Protection

49 Ͳ Auxiliary Power Unit (APU)

75 Ͳ Air

27 Ͳ Flight Controls

51 Ͳ Std Practices & Structures

76 Ͳ Engine Controls

28 Ͳ Fuel

52 Ͳ Doors

77 Ͳ Engine Indicating

29 Ͳ Hydraulic Power

53 Ͳ Fuselage Drains

78 Ͳ Exhaust

30 Ͳ Ice & Rain Protection

54 Ͳ Nacelle / Pylons

79 Ͳ Oil

31 Ͳ Indicating & Reporting

55 Ͳ Stabilizers

80 Ͳ Starting

32 Ͳ Landing Gear

56 Ͳ Windows
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Check Type :
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APPENDIX 2 – MPD TASK IDENTIFICATION
After a task has been identified using the MSG-3 process, the Maintenance Working Groups must
determine the appropriate task interval. This should be based upon service experience and
engineering judgment. The task interval will consist of a frequency and a usage parameter, for
example 600 flight hours. Each MPD task is given a unique identification number– see Figure 16.
The first and second digit is the Air Transport Association (ATA) number. The rest of the digits
denote the maintenance sequence number.
x
x
x

Task are defined by category i.e. LUB/SVC, OPC/VCK, GVI, DET, SDI.
Task intervals are specified in terms of a frequency and usage parameter such as flight
hours, cycles, and calendar time. Letter checks are not used.
Applicability; a.) Airplane Model (APL), b.) Engine Model (ENG)

Task interval parameters expressed in the MPD may be converted to an individual operator’s
desired units provided this conversion does not result in the operator exceeding the requirements
of the MRB report.
F IGURE 16 – MPD T ASK I DENTIFICATION S YSTEM

MPD
ITEM
NUMBER

XX

XXX

C
A
T

T
A
S
K

INTERVAL

THRESHOLD

APPLICABILITY

REPEAT

APL

ENG

TASK
MAN
HOURS

TASKDESCRIPTION

XX

MPDSequence Number
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MPDSequence Number
FirstTwoDigitsofATAChapter

MPD Section
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Title
Introduction
Airplane Dimensions and Station Diagrams
Zone Diagrams
Access Doors and Panels
Recommended Lubrication Requirements
Systems & Powerplant Maintenance Program
Zonal Inspection Program
Structural Maintenance Program
CMRs & AWLs
Corrosion Prevention & Control Program

Maintenance Program Perspective
MaintenanceprogramsdevelopedwithMSGͲ3havealltasksassignedwithvaryingintervals(i.e.flighthours,flight
cycles,andcalendartime).Manyofthetaskscombinetwooftheseintervals.Thisprocessallowsoperatorstogroup
maintenancetasksintopackagestoformmaintenancechecksinthemannerthatismostefficientforthem,ratherthan
havingtasksgroupedintochecksthatarepredefinedbytheMaintenancePlanningDocument(MPD).Thisprocess
permitsmaximumutilizationoftaskintervals.
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APPENDIX 2 – MPD TASK IDENTIFICATION - CONTINUED
x

A maintenance task card will normally reference the applicable fleet type, check interval
(1A, 2C, etc), MPD task(s), the task category (LUB/SVC, OPC/VCK, GVI, DET, SDI), and the
Aircraft Maintenance Manual procedures that apply.

F IGURE 17 – E XAMPLE – M AINTENANCE T ASK C ARD

MPDItemNumber

TASK CARD
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CheckInterval
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APPENDIX 3 – AICRAFT STORAGE PROGRAM – TYPICAL ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
The certificate holder’s manual or other document should define adequate procedures to preserve
aircraft while in storage. The areas of preservation may include the following routine maintenance:

Procedures for Inducting
1)

Airframe:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

2)

Installation of protective coverings and closing of all external openings (except drains),
Parking/mooring procedures,
Installation of safety pins,
Washing of aircraft (due to environment, may be repetitive),
Landing gear strut servicing, lubricating and protection of the oleo,
Tire inflation and rotation,
Fuel system decontamination,
Primary and secondary flight control cycling and lubrication,
Protection of windows,
Inspection of seats and carpet for moisture/mildew (if stored in humid environments),
Preserving lavatories and water systems, and
Opening of closets, cabinets, and interior doors to supply ventilation and to prevent mildew.
Engine/Auxiliary Power Unit (APU):

x
x
3)

Procedures to operate the engine/APU on an established interval,
Complete preservation of the engine/APU, and
Electrical:
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x
x
x
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4)

Opening/closing of circuit breakers,
Battery servicing/disconnection,
Removal of batteries from emergency devices such as megaphone, flashlights, power supplies
for emergency lights, emergency beacons, etc., and
Operational Checks:

x
x

Procedures to transition the aircraft from preservation to a state acceptable for engine
operations and operational checks of systems, back to the preserved state, and
Operational checks of hydraulics, electrical, engine, fuel systems and avionics, etc.

Procedures for Returning
Regardless of what procedures a certificate holder has in its manual on preserving an aircraft in
storage, the manual must have procedures on how to return an aircraft to airworthy condition once
taken out of storage. These procedures generally include:
1)

2)

3)

Audit the current status of the aircraft to the maintenance program and comply with
required tasks, including ADs, life limited components, certification maintenance
requirements, avionics databases, etc.
Conduct other inspections and operational checks, as deemed necessary, based on the
amount of time the aircraft was in storage and the environment to which it was
exposed.
Conduct any operational check flights or test flights prior to return to service.
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